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INTRODUCTION

HEY!

The run-in towards the festive period can be a difficult time to manage.
You want to enjoy yourself, but you don't want to undo all the hard work
and effort you've put in in the weeks and months before.

The good news is - you don't have to. As with any social occasion or
event, there are ways to manage training, nutrition and lifestyle to satisfy
both enjoyment and progress.

Throughout this guide, I'll discuss ways of structuring your week to set
you up for success, prioritise the non-negotiables of nutrition, and
ensure that the key aspects of your fat-loss journey are in the best
position possible.

Welcome to Fat Loss around the Festivities - your guide
to consolidating and improving on the progress you've
made throughout the year, whilst still enjoying
Christmas and New Year.

NUTRITION
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NUTRITION
The key element surrounding the festive period. Advent

calendars, mince pies, mulled wine (essentially all the things
that you don't actually like but consume because it's

Christmas). Let's look at how to best manage your food and
drink so that nothing is off-limits.
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Fill your MyFitnessPal diary up-front to promote structure.
TRACK FOOD BEFORE EATING IT01

Batch cooking your meals helps to avoid 'winging it'.
PREPARE MEALS IN ADVANCE02

Strip it back-to-basics. Protein source and fruits/vegetables with each meal.
PRIORITISE NUTRITIONAL NON NEGOTIABLES03

Consume your meals to suit your lifestyle, digestive capabilities and appetite.
OPT FOR A MEAL FREQUENCY TO SUIT04

A minimum of 1l per 50lbs of bodyweight, with more to replace lost fluids.
STAY HYDRATED05

A key component of your ability to manage a successful nutritional approach is
prior planning and preparation, particularly when navigating a hectic social
calendar. Knowing what you're consuming when helps to eliminate any
mishaps, and ensures that you're more accurate with calories, protein and
other key non-negotiables of your nutrition.

Keeping things nice and simple, here are some basics you can prioritise to
bulletproof your approach;

NUTRITIONAL

STRUCTURE

CALORIE DISTRIBUTION
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These are very simple but effective tools to employ to promote a nutritional
structure that will harness progress. The simpler your approach, the easier it
will be to stick to.
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When it comes to structuring calories and accounting for meals out/social
occasions, it may sensible to hold back on calories during the week in order to
cater for more indulgence at said event.

A standard week on, for example, 2000 calories per day would look like;

CALORIE DISTRIBUTION

DIETING TOOLS
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However, if we were to look at how to afford more calories towards the end of
the week, you could structure your week like this;

Consuming 1700 calories per day from Monday-Friday would leave you with
an extra 1500 calories to distribute across the weekend, which will help to
cushion the blow of some indulgence.
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Leading on from the previous point around 'banking calories', the drawbacks
from this are fairly obvious. The lower calorie target during the week will likely
be tougher to stick to, as well as the possibilities of reduced energy and
impacted recovery.

It's important to protect these variables as much as possible when it comes to
those lower calorie days, to reduce the impact it can have on your ability to
adhere and progress. Here's a few handy tips on managing the above;

FESTIVE FAVOURITES
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DIETING TOOLS

Prioritise your protein intake. Protein is the
most satiating macronutrient of the three,

meaning that consuming an adequate amount
of it consistently will help keep you fuller for

longer. As a general rule-of-thumb, aiming for
0.8-1.2g of protein per lb of bodyweight is a

good start.

TIP 1
Ensure sleep quality and quantity throughout.

We've all experienced 'hanger' when we're tired,
and the cravings we feel generally during a fat-
loss period are heightened when we're running
low on sleep. A solid 7-9 hours each night with a

consistent sleep/wake time will be adequate.

TIP 2

Just because calories are lower, that doesn't
necessarily mean that you end up consuming

less food. Opting for foods which offer a
substantial amount of volume in return for a
small amount of calories. Think lean proteins,

fruits and vegetables. To put this into
perspective, you could eat 100g of
strawberries for just 30 calories.

TIP 3
Don't bank an unrealistic amount of calories.

Plummeting your intake to unsustainable
levels will massively impact your ability to

adhere. You're also likely to hamper training
performance and recovery, which could lead

to injury, or decreased activity, which could be
counter-productive towards your goals.

TIP 4
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Arguably, one of the best parts of the festive period are the special ranges
brought out by your favourites coffee shops and restaurants.

You might see these as off-limits, but most are workable into your daily intake.
The key is moderation and maturity towards what works, and how to
manipulate your approach to work in the odd festive treat.

Below are some of my personal favourites;
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FESTIVE FAVOURITES

FOOD/DRINK KCAL

Domino's After Eight Cookie 151

UFit Frosted Gingerbread Protein Shake 158

McDonald's Choco Fudge Latte (Reg) 182

Starbucks Gingerbread Latte (Grande) 244

Costa Terry's Hot Chocolate Orange (M) 330

Starbucks Caramel Waffle Latte (Grande) 337

Costa Pigs Under Blankets Panini 501

McDonalds Festive Stack Burger 694

LIFESTYLE
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LIFESTYLE
On top of nutrition, there are also other variables like training,
activity, sleep and alcohol to consider over the festive period.

These are just as important to manage due to the shift in
normal routine.

CONTINUE



Know when you're training to reduce the chance of skipping sessions.
GET IT IN YOUR DIARY01

Have a session mapped out ready. Get in, get it done, get out. Simple.
STICK TO A PLAN02

You're more likely to train if you enjoy the session (that doesn't mean easy!)
KEEP TRAINING ENJOYABLE03

Some people park their goals in the winter. Make the most of no-queue gym'ing.
EMBRACE THE EMPTY GYMS04

Keep each other accountable in the build-up to Christmas.
GRAB A GYM BUDDY05

Our usual weekly routine can be somewhat disrupted when it comes to the
festive period. Whether through social events, changes in working routine,
childcare capabilities etc - most of us will experience some shift from the norm.

For this reason, it's important to keep all of the variables we can control as
manageable as possible. Training is no different, and bulletproofing your
approach towards it can ensure that your sessions aren't disrupted by this time
of the year.

Here are a few ways you can prioritise your workouts;
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STRUCTURING TRAINING

ACTIVITY

There's no real reason why training should lack, particularly in the lead-up to
Christmas. Training over the festive period itself will be down to you, your goals,
and whether you want to train or not.

You can either use the time to rest-up and refresh for the New Year, or hit
some pigs-in-blanket-fulled PBs in the Christmas/New Year lull.
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When it comes to expending energy, a lot of focus generally lies on training. As
much as training is a way in which we can burn calories, it's actually pretty
minimal in the grand scheme of activity.

Training itself only accounts for around 5% of the calories we burn each day.
We should use training as a method of increasing strength and improving body
confidence, as opposed to a means of burning calories.

Instead, you should be prioritising your NEAT (Non-Exercise Activity
Thermogenesis) - essentially, your activity outside of the gym. NEAT is
responsible for around 15% of our daily output, and plays a huge part in your
ability to lose fat.

Walking, fidgeting and other general movement forms fall under the category
of NEAT, along with other unplanned forms of exercise. Things like;

- Walks to work instead of catching the bus
- Parking further away from the shops to rack up more steps
- Taking the stairs instead of the lift

Small efforts like this will soon add up when it comes to keeping general activity
levels at an adequate level. There isn't a one-size-fits-all when it comes to how
many steps per day you should be aiming for, but your general lifestyle around
training will dictate how active you should aim to be.

For example, if you have an office-based job, you're likely more sedentary than
a groundworker, builder etc - so it may be wise to aim for a higher step count to
combat your lack of activity on a day-to-day basis.
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IMPORTANCE OF ACTIVITY

ALCOHOL
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ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION

FINISH

Alcohol is everywhere over festive period. Office parties, nights out with your
friends, drinks with Christmas dinner and bringing in the New Year with a
couple. Not to be the bearer of bad news, but alcohol does contain calories (7
calories per gram to be exact) and should be considered when looking at your
approach towards the festivities.

That isn't me telling you not to drink - it's
essentially me letting you know that there are
ways to manage your alcohol intake and still
progress towards your goals.

You could consider;

- Banking some calories to allow for
alcohol calories.

- Choosing white spirits and diet mixers as
opposed to more calorie-dense choices.

Alcohol is manageable when it comes to fat
loss and the festivities, but it's important to
note the impact alcohol consumption can
have on your calorie intake, training
performance and recovery, food choices,
sleep, stress - essentially all variables which
contribute towards your ability to progress.

By all means enjoy yourself, but take note of
methods you can implement to soften the
blow a little.
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